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TUFF GONG and MERCURY STUDIOS ANNOUNCE GLOBAL RELEASE OF

BOB MARLEY AND THE WAILERS
THE CAPITOL SESSION ‘73

RESTORED AND AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME -- OUT ON DVD+CD, CD, COLORED
2LP, AND DIGITAL FORMATS

~SEPTEMBER 3, 2021~

VIEW “STIR IT UP” VIDEO HERE

WATCH THE TRAILER ON FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM

PRE-ORDER HERE

New York, NY (July 16, 2021) —The scene is Hollywood. October 1973. International reggae
pioneers Bob Marley and The Wailers were filmed in a closed door session at The Capitol
Records Tower on October 24 by famed producer Denny Cordell, who received the blessing
from Marley to capture the band recording 12 songs. Shooting with four cameras and mixing “on

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWzrbVjKVWw
https://www.facebook.com/MercuryStudiosCo/videos/405960854103836/
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CRY-5GxonOu/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://mercury-studios.lnk.to/BobMarleyCapitolSession73


the fly” to a colorized tape, this footage, has been painstakingly restored, resulting in an
incredible presentation of this unseen live session.

On September 3, Tuff Gong and Mercury Studios are proud to present this concert (almost 50
years after it was recorded): Bob Marley And The Wailers: The Capitol Session ‘73 on
DVD+CD, standalone CD, 2LP pressed on green marble vinyl, 2LP pressed on Rasta swirl
vinyl (red, yellow and green – available exclusively at Sound of Vinyl), and digital
formats. A track from the set — “Stir It Up” — is available to view here on Youtube.

This session at Capitol Studios represented a unique moment in the band’s career. Filmed 10
years after their formation, Bob Marley and the Wailers already had several established hits
through the ska and rocksteady eras. Gaining recognition stateside, including a few shows with
Bruce Springsteen at Max’s Kansas City in NYC, they then went on to tour with Sly and the
Family Stone, before they had been unceremoniously dumped from the tour. This led to the
band (Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, Joe Higgs, Aston Barrett, Carlton Barrett, Earl “Wya”
Lindo) making their way to Hollywood to do this session.

The footage from this session was considered lost until a freelance researcher uncovered a few
frames. For over 20 years, archives and storage units from New York and London to San Diego
were tracked down and searched to retrieve fragments of the film, until it was fully unearthed,
restored, and remastered.

Evolving into a politically and socially charged unit after being inspired by the US Civil Rights
movement, various African liberation efforts, and Rastafari, which Bob Marley and the Wailers
studied from Rasta elders, their music reflected the soul and struggles of the era. Making
poignant statements about life, liberty, and social justice, the sentiments are imbued in the
songs, which are beautifully brought to life via Bob Marley and The Wailers: The Capitol
Session ‘73.

About Bob Marley:
Bob Marley, a Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee, is notable not only as the man who
put reggae on the global map, but, as a statesman in his native Jamaica, he famously
brought together the country's warring factions. Today, Bob Marley remains one of the
20th century's most important and influential entertainment icons. Marley's lifestyle and
music continue to inspire new generations as his legacy lives on through his music. In
the digital era, he has the second-highest social media following of any posthumous
celebrity, with the official Bob Marley Facebook page drawing more than 70 million fans,
ranking it among the Top 20 of all Facebook pages and Top 10 among celebrity pages.
Marley's music catalog has sold millions of albums worldwide. His iconic collection
LEGEND holds the distinction of being the longest-charting album in the history of
Billboard magazine's Catalog Albums chart and remains the world's best-selling reggae
album. Marley's accolades include inductions into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
(1994) and ASCAP Songwriters Hall of Fame (2010), a GRAMMY® Lifetime

https://youtu.be/UWzrbVjKVWw


Achievement Award (2001), multiple entries in the GRAMMY® Hall Of Fame, and a star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame (2001). For more information,
visit: bobmarley.com and facebook.com/bobmarley.
 

About Mercury Studios:

Mercury Studios is a multi-faceted content studio established to develop, produce, globally
distribute and invest in innovative, music-rooted storytelling across a range of media including
film, television, podcasting, publishing and live-streamed performance. Taking its name from the
iconic Mercury Records label, Mercury Studios is powered by Universal Music Group and
creates an open space for experimentation to unleash and amplify both emerging and
established artists. With offices in London and Los Angeles, Mercury Studios harnesses its
established relationships with best-in-class talent from music and film, seamlessly bridging the
two worlds to create a completely distinctive community of trailblazers driven by original IP,
innovation and collaboration.

TRACK LISTING

1. You Can’t Blame the Youth
2. Slave Driver
3. Burnin’ and Lootin’
4. Rastaman Chant
5. Duppy Conqueror
6. Midnight Raver
7. Put it On
8. Stop that Train
9. Kinky Reggae
10. Stir It Up
11. No More Trouble
12. Get Up Stand Up

DVD Bonus tracks:
● Duppy Conqueror
● Rastaman Chant
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https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fbobmarley.com&data=02%7C01%7CMegan.McLean%40umusic.com%7C58869a4f3b7540c04e2408d680b8334e%7Cbbcb6b2f8c7c4e2486e46c36fed00b78%7C1%7C0%7C636837925957553411&sdata=H%2FPAS3SPzTylxdaKq0YZ9QYJe4yg8sIxoIL8M%2B8ZhZU%3D&reserved=0
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